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hibited the export of raw silk:   and the monopoly of the
Levant Company was said to curtail supplies from Turkey x.
The silk industry was exposed, more than any other French
branch of textiles, to foreign and especially French co
petition. A writer after the Restoration remarked that
" our women, who generally govern in this case, must have
foreign silks " 2: and nearly three-quarters of a century later
it was still regretted that " nothing that is mere English
goes down with our modern ladies. . . . They must be
equipped from dear Paris " 3. Perhaps—in spite of the
claim that English goods were inferior in nothing but the
price 4—they shared the view, expressed by London mercers
in the eighteenth century, that " the English execution was
preferable to the French but the French excel in taste " 5.
The growth of the silk industry after the Revolution was
attributed by contemporaries to the prohibition of French
goods6, yet though this may have given a momentary
stimulus, more important in its permanent influence was the
immigration of alien silk workers, particularly Huguenots,
who settled in Spitalfields7. They introduced, or at any
rate developed, the making, dressing and lustrating8 of
silks called alamodes, lustrings, renforces. A patent for
their, sole manufacture was granted by James II., and in
1692 the Royal Lustring Company was formed to work the
patent, but the fashion was short-lived 9. \Vhile London
devoted itself to lustrings and alamodes, Coventry made
ribbons, Macclesfield silk buttons, and Norwich a mixture
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